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Caring for China's most vulnerable children

hope for families
giving club

keeping families together

& providing hope
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letter

about

Dear Friend of ICC,

The Hope for Families Giving Club is an annual
giving program that supports the groundbreaking
work of ICC’s Family Partners Program (FPP).

from our executive director

International China Concern (ICC)
began in 1993 as a mission focused
on providing love to children with
disabilities. Our work originally began in
orphanages, and we developed a familystyle care model knowing that children
thrive when in small care groups.
Recognizing that societal pressures and
stigmas around disability often lead to
abandonment, our work has expanded
beyond orphanages to also reach vulnerable
families. ICC is helping keep families
together through our Family Partners
Program (FPP). Our multidisciplinary
Cross Care Teams wrap families with
support and expanded programming
that provides a sense of community to
families walking similar journeys.
The Civil Affairs Office in Hunan Province
has identified more than 7,000 families
that could benefit greatly from these
services. For ICC, this means that our voice
has become much more important!

As China has grown and changed during
the past three decades, so has ICC’s mission
to support marginalized children. Children
have always been at the heart of our work.
By bringing families out of isolation, we are
also impacting societal views of disability.
The work of ICC is like a big, expansive
family tree whose branches are the children
and families we serve. The trunk is our
local staff who provide support to the
branches, and the roots are our donors
who anchor the transformative work
being done. All parts of the tree unite,
helping families grow and flourish.
Recently a mother captured the essence
of FPP perfectly. She wrote “Your love
gives our family the strength to carry
on and to not feel alone. FPP feels like
family.” We hope you will join the ICC
family tree in support of family unity!

In 2008, ICC expanded our impact through the
development of FPP. Our Cross Care Teams work
with families facing the prejudice, poverty, stress, and
stigma that comes with raising a child with a disability.
Through FPP, desperate families and their children
move from being ‘at-risk’ to strong, healthy families
who now look to the future with expectation.
Since its launch, FPP has worked with more
than 600 families in Hunan province, providing
access to training, counseling, parent support
groups, physical and occupational therapy,
special education and vocational training. FPP’s
comprehensive service model of prevention,
intervention and integration is bringing hope!
Our vision for the future as we approach
our 30th anniversary has become even more
ambitious as we pursue a new phase of
responding to the crisis that thousands of
families raising children with disabilities face.

In partnership and service,

Robin E. Dunn, CFRE
Executive Director
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hope for families giving club

As one of the few remaining international nonprofits serving children in China, ICC is uniquely
positioned to be a service leader that provides hope
to vulnerable families. By becoming a member
of the Hope for Families Giving Club, you are
leaving a legacy and impacting future generations.
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why

partner

Supporting Families
In China, the social support system
for families caring for a child with
disabilities has many gaps, leaving
families feeling alone and vulnerable to
abandoning their child. Isolated due to
accessibility issues and stigmas regarding
disability, families lack the tools and
support needed to help their child.
ICC is filling these gaps with our Family
Partners Program (FPP) which surrounds
families and children, wrapping them
with love and support to bring hope.
Our Cross Care Teams, each consisting
of a social worker, a therapist and a
special education worker, visit families
in their homes to provide assessments,
counseling, therapy and support.

Reaching More Families
This holistic approach to care is bringing
hope and healing to families! Families
and children are now welcomed into a
community that understands their journey.
After feeling invisible, being known and
experiencing belonging is part of our
mission to help these families thrive!

Many families we serve
feel invisible. Through our
work, we communicate that
not only do we see them,
but that they are valued.

Children belong in families and our Family
Partners Program is helping keep families
together. The security, strength and
unconditional love in a family is integral to
a child’s growth and development.
By joining the Hope for Families Giving
Club, you are strengthening the family,
helping their roots grow deep and become
well-grounded. The family will be better
equipped to help their child flourish
through FPP programs and support services.
The need is great and we are eager to reach
even more families in Hunan Province. Your
partnership will keep families together and
provide hope!

7,000 more families
The Hunan Civil Affairs Office has
identified 7,000 families in need
of support services, and has asked
ICC to meet this need. In order
to reach 7,000 more families, ICC
will train 50-75 more Cross Care
Teams. The average annual cost
to support a Cross Care Team in
the field is $100,000. These fees
do not include the funds required
to support medical costs and
specialized equipment.

david bondy, fpp director
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cross care

sharing

teams

our model of care

ICC’s mission has the potential to grow! We have
been asked to share our unique methods and
programs throughout all of Hunan province.

Cross Care Team
Model
Each team
consists of:

1 Social

1 Special
Educator

Worker

1
Therapist

>>> Our child-focused and
individualized care plans allows us to
meet the needs of the child and their
family. Our one-to-one interactions
builds trust, security and relationship
with the child and their family.
Many FPP families are low-income
and can not afford specialized
therapy. Our Family Partners Program
is providing services many families
never thought they could access.

Our family-style, holistic care model for welfare
centers will be shared with other centers
throughout Hunan province. We have been
invited to train local caregivers in other centers,
showing the importance and benefits of smallgroup care.
Recognizing the value of keeping families
together, we have been invited to work with
other Chinese social service organizations
training them in our Cross Care team approach.

1 team serves 100 families in Hunan province
providing access to:
Counseling
& Family
Support

Individual
Therapy

Cross Care Teams have been developed as
ICC’s mechanism for providing prevention
and intervention services to families residing
at home and raising a child with a disability
or serious illness. A team consists of three
professional service providers (social worker,
special education teacher, physical therapist
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Special
Education

or medical professional). This specialized
team of professionals travels to the home
and provides caring supportive services to a
family, beginning with an assessment of the
child’s needs and then moving into a case
plan to assist where needed. Every child’s
needs are different. >>>
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lighthouse
A Beacon of Hope

In February 2021, FPP moved into our new
workspace at the Lighthouse—a multiuse building for FPP support services,
vocational training, community outreach
and activities. Families began coming
regularly to the Lighthouse for both physical
therapy and special education. In August
2021, ICC completed the renovations of
the Lighthouse, including new sensory
and therapy rooms along with a play
area. The Lighthouse building is owned
by ICC; therefore, we are able to offer
naming opportunities within this special
building where FPP will continue to grow.
The 1st floor of the Lighthouse serves as
a vocational training center for young
people, and the 2nd floor is assigned
to FPP services with specific rooms for
special education and therapy sessions.
Computer and music rooms are on the
3rd floor available for FPP family use.
“We hope that with this new space we can
bless more families and continue to bring
ICC’s love to them,” says Portia Zhang, FPP
Lighthouse Manager. Additionally, she
dreams of the Lighthouse bringing societal
change. “Our services and public outreach
programs will not only support the needs
of children and families with disabilities,
but will help break down walls and bring
communities together.” The Lighthouse and
FPP staff have begun offering cross-training
events to other local social organizations.
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2021 Impact:
• 14 FPP Family Events
• 47 New Families
• 983 Therapy Sessions
• 2412 Family Visits
• 3223 Caregiver Support Calls

In the past, we spent
so much money and
saw almost no progress.
I was so discouraged
and didn’t know
what else to do. FPP
Staff have given me
new hope! When we
began participating in
their group events, it
was like they brought
someone who had been
forgotten by society
back to life with their
love and care. I was
that someone.
YIBin’s mother
family supported by FPP
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hope for families
giving club levels

f

fIR tree - $12,000
The Fir symbolises longevity, endurance and
steadfastness. Gifts at this level will give the Family
Partners Program longevity, helping us to effect change
and confront stigmas about disability. 20 new families
will be reached per year with this gift.

i

Benefits: Previous level benefits plus invitation to the
AFICC Annual Saturday guest speaker portion of the
board retreat & zoom call with Founder, David Gotts or
ICC CEO Peter Maize.

a

aspen tree - $9,000
The Aspen is known for its tenacious vitality as it
spreads vigorous roots. Our donors at this level
represent the community that FPP brings to isolated
and lonely families. ICC will work to reach families,
bringing them community and support. 15 new
families will be reached per year with this gift.

mango tree - $6,000
Mango trees are prized for their sweet and nutritious
fruit which symbolizes prosperity and future success.
Our donors at this level help us provide for 10 families
and their children. By expanding our reach, more
families will know their future holds promise and
sweet hope.
Benefits: Previous level benefits plus recognition
in the Annual FPP Report.
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The Incense Cedar, considered the Evergreen Tree of
Life, is a strong, beautiful tree cherished for its wood
and medicinal properties. Our donors at this level
are bringing strength to 5 families per year who face
challenges, helping the family’s roots grow deep.
Benefits: Previous level benefits plus name recognition
in the Fall Newsletter.

l

linden tree - $1,200
The Linden is a large, symmetrical tree admired for
its beauty, fragrant blooms and shade. The Linden
symbolizes love, friendship, peace and justice.
Donations at this level help us love 2 families per year
by reminding them of their worth and purpose.
Benefits: Previous level benefits plus invitation to
“Follow A Family”.

Benefits: Previous level benefits plus zoom call with
Family Partners Program Director, David Bondy.

m

Incense Cedar - $3,000

y

Yew tree - $600
The Yew is named the “longevity tree,” and is a popular
tree cultivated in the gardens of Chinese families to
represent long life. The wish associated with this tree
is that the whole family is harmonious, healthy and
complete. Our donors at this level help us serve 1
family per year with a dedicated Cross Care Team.
Benefits: Hope for Families lapel pin, invitation to
annual event, access to quarterly FPP updates and
annual report.
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ways
to give

Join the Hope for Families Giving Club at the level of
your choice, and sign-up using our enclosed form or
by visiting www.aficc.org/family-partnership
There is also a unique and special opportunity to
provide a gift in honor of a family member or loved
one by naming a room, wing, or the entire Lighthouse
building.

These legacy gifts may be made through:
• Outright Cash Commitment (gifts pledged
up to 4 years)
• Bequest (irrevocable)
• Combined Cash & Planned Gift

giving levels

Hope is their greatest need. Love and
Opportunity make it possible for us to
meet this need.
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f IR - $1000/mo or $12,000/yr
A spen - $750/mo or $9000/yr
M ango - $500/mo or $6000/yr
i ncense - $250/mo or $3000/yr
l inden - $100/mo or $1200/yr
y ew - $50/mo or $600/yr
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BinBin

FanFan with his special
education teacher

BinBin

FanFan & Chen Guo

story of impact

story of impact

YiBin and his family joined FPP in 2019 and
were assigned a Cross Care Team in 2020.
The family previously sought treatment for
his Cerebral Palsy, but he made minimal
progress. They now have hope because of
our Family Partners Program (FPP)!
Because of FPP, we have noticed a
remarkable change in our son Yi Bin! After
receiving weekly support services at the
Lighthouse, BinBin became increasingly
cheerful. He also began to look forward to
FPP family events, excitedly asking me when
the next one will occur. We have also seen
him grow in independence.
In speech therapy, Miss Dorothee has
taught him many things which he would
take home and share with his father. In his
special education class, Miss Huang is also
connecting well with BinBin and has taught
him letters, numbers, and colors. I am blown
away by how patient they are with my son
and that he is really learning! Their kindness
and compassion is very moving.

BinBin is also making great progress under
the care of Miss Xiang. He is growing in his
ability to crawl on all fours. He is using an
assistive mobility device and is able to move
about upright on his own! He is making
progress so quickly I only wish we could
have met Miss Xiang and had access to
quality physical therapy sooner.
In the past, we spent so much money and
saw almost no progress. I was so discouraged
and didn’t know what else to do. FPP Staff
have given me new hope! When we began
participating in their group events, it was
like they brought someone who had been
forgotten by society back to life with their
love and care. I was that someone.
I am so grateful to FPP. Not only have they
provided BinBin with professional services
and therapy, they have also brought me hope
as well. It is difficult to fully express the depth
of my gratitude. Because FPP exists, I have
felt warmth and can now see hope!
– Yi Bin’s mother
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FanFan and Chen Guo live with their
mother. Both boys have complex medical
needs—Chen Guo has a diagnosis of
autism and cognitive delay, and FanFan
has overcome encephalitis which caused
epilepsy. Our Family Partners Program (FPP)
has wrapped around this family bringing
support, therapy, and community.
Today I write with thankfulness: FPP is a
wonderful gift! FPP’s only desire is that
your life would be better and you would be
happier. FPP staff are truly like family! They
don’t want anything in return. They provide
everything they can to help, not just with your
daily living, but with your emotional wellbeing as well. They don’t just help the child.
They want the whole family to have hope!
I am so grateful to be a part of this
community where love from all directions
comes together. With this kind of support,
I no longer need to fear the future and can
better focus on my children. I want to help my
children grow into people of hope. Their care
and concern causes me to overflow with
feelings of safety and thankfulness for FPP.

At one time, I felt myself and my two
children were a burden on society. I was
depressed and felt like life didn’t have
much meaning. I was so fortunate to
encounter FPP. They taught me that there
are actually people in this world who
care about you and want to help you.
And they aren’t here to help just once!
Theirs is a long-term love. What reason
do I have to give up? With love, there is
hope. I have hope and motivation. I believe
that a better life is possible for me and my
boys. I believe that we have a future!
Two FPP staff came to my home yesterday
and told me they would like to explore
my children’s interests and cultivate them,
giving them better opportunities in the
future for development. They shared several
examples of what might be possible. What
I once viewed as my child’s weaknesses
and limitations have now become a
source of hope and expectation. Hope
has now become opportunity!
– FanFan and Chen Guo’s Mother
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Hope for Families Giving Club
where families find support, inclusion and hope!
American Friends of International China Concern
Visit our website at aficc.org
For more info contact: usa@chinaconcern.org
Caring for China's most vulnerable children
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AmericanFriendsofICC

UsaChinaConcern

